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Abstract: As previous research has shown, the use of 3D textiles does not only facilitate the
manufacturing process of Textile Reinforced Cement (TRC) composites but also influences the
mechanical properties of the TRC. A fundamental understanding of the contribution of the transversal
connections in the 3D textile to the loadbearing behavior of 3D TRCs is, however, still lacking in the
literature. Therefore, this research experimentally investigates two different parameters of 3D TRCs;
firstly, the 3D textile typology, namely knitted versus woven transversal connections, is investigated.
Secondly, the influence of the stress direction with respect to the orientation of these connections
(parallel or perpendicular) is studied. A clear influence of the orientation is witnessed for the woven
3D TRC system while no influence is observed for the knitted 3D TRC. Both woven and knitted
3D TRC systems show an increased post-cracking bending stiffness compared to an equivalent 2D
system (with the same textiles but without transversal connections), yet the woven 3D TRC clearly
outperforms the knitted 3D TRC.

Keywords: 3D textile fabrics; textile reinforced cement (TRC); transversal connections; mechanical
characterization; tensile test; bending test; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

Textile Reinforced Cement (TRC) is a composite material combining a cementitious mortar (matrix)
with textile fabric reinforcement. The matrix material warrants the structural integrity, while the
textile reinforcement allows for a controlled and ductile tensile response of the composite [1–3]. The
non-corroding nature of the textile reinforcement leads to a very low concrete cover thickness (a couple
of mm) and thus slender and lightweight construction elements. Challenging applications include
ventilated façade panels [4], repair and strengthening realizations [5–10] and load-bearing applications
such as shell structures [11–14], sandwich panels [15,16] and pedestrian bridges [17], demonstrating
the material’s proficiency towards lightweight, loadbearing applications.

The traditionally used planar textile fabrics in TRCs are associated with a hand-layup
manufacturing process, which is adequate for strengthening applications [8,18] but time-consuming
and labor-intensive for precast TRC elements. Three-dimensional textile reinforcements allow for a
TRC manufacturing process by pouring and moreover offer a mechanically superior alternative due to
their superior toughness [19] and optimal fiber exploitation in flexural applications. Three-dimensional
textiles comprise two (or more) planar textile layers, separated by means of fibrous transversal
connections made of non-structural materials such as polyester. The transversal connections’ purpose
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is to achieve a three-dimensional integrity of the textile. The transversal connections can be discretely
knitted between the top and bottom textile layer, or woven and continuously intertwined between the
top and bottom layer.

Previous studies have reported that the presence of the transversal connections leads to a superior
flexural post-cracking stiffness of the TRC, without increasing the effective in-plane fiber volume
fraction [20–22]. Amzaleg et al. [20] studied the influence of the properties, content and impregnation
of the transversal connections on the mechanical properties of the TRC. They concluded that the
transversal connections have a beneficial influence on the flexural properties of the TRC due to
mechanical anchoring. El Kadi et al. compared the mechanical response of 3D TRCs with equivalent 2D
TRCs, for four different layups in tension and bending, reporting a 25% post-cracking flexural stiffness
increase of the 3D layups compared to their respective 2D alternatives [21]. Finally, Peled et al. [22]
investigated the influence of loading the composite along the weft and the warp direction of the textile,
concluding that the weft direction yielded a superior post-cracking stiffness and strength.

Research in the domain of 3D TRCs is still scarce, hampering an in-depth understanding of
the occurring mechanical phenomena and their effect on the loadbearing behavior of 3D TRCs. In
particular, on the subject of the loading direction, previous research has focused on the influence of
loading TRC samples along the weft versus the warp direction of the in-plane textiles. An investigation
of the influence of the loading direction with respect to the orientation in which the transversal
connections are repeated is still lacking in the literature and is therefore the main research objective of
this paper. An experimental campaign was performed on 3D textiles loaded parallel and perpendicular
to the direction in which the transversal connections are repeated. Both a discretely knitted and a
continuously woven 3D TRC configuration were considered in tension and bending. Additionally, the
effect of the knitted and woven transversal connections was compared in both tension and bending to
an equivalent 2D TRC system, with equal in-plane textiles but without transversal connections.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Properties of Selected Textiles, Considered Layups and Matrix

Three different TRC systems were compared in this study: a knitted 3D, a woven 3D and an
equivalent 2D TRC system (Figure 1). The 2D textiles required for the equivalent 2D TRC layup
were obtained by cutting through the knitted 3D textiles and therefore removing their transversal
connections. The knitted (Figure 2) and the woven (Figure 3) 3D textiles differed at the following
levels. Firstly, as can be seen in Table 1, the grid size of the knitted 3D textile was larger than the
woven 3D textile. The 2400 tex yarns of the knitted textile (compared to 1200 tex for the woven
textile), however, compensated for the larger grid size, leading to equal textile densities for both
configurations and therefore the same unidirectional fiber volume fraction (1.49%). Conversely, the
knitted 3D textiles were styrene-butadiene coated. Previous studies have shown that coated textiles led
to better mechanical anchorage within the matrix and therefore improved post-cracking stiffness and
pull-out stress at failure [20,23–25]. Dvorkin et al. [23] concluded that coating multifilament carbon
yarns improves mechanical behavior and bonding of the composite compared with non-coated carbon
yarn composites. Donnini et al. [24] observed a promising enhancement of the bond between fabric
and matrix, even with the use of low percentages of coating resin. Signorini et al. [25] highlighted the
increased matrix-to-fabric strength due to epoxy coating in inorganic composites. Additionally, since
the woven 3D textiles possessed continuously woven (polyester) transversal connections along the
y-axis, these connections were intertwined with the in-plane yarns. The in-plane yarns along the y-axis
were therefore not straightened but warped, while the weft yarns along the x-axis were straightened
(Figure 3). A different behavior for this woven textile was therefore expected when loaded along the
x- and the y-axis, respectively. The knitted 3D textile did not possess this orientation-dependency
from the in-plane yarns, since the connections were discretely knitted and did not impact the in-plane
textiles’ configuration. In addition, the discrete transversal connections of the knitted 3D TRC were not
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straightened over the thickness, but curved (Figure 2). The woven connections on the other hand were
straightened at 45◦ angles from the top to the bottom layer (Figure 3). The differences enumerated
above and their possible influence on the mechanical properties of the TRC were taken into account in
the discussion of the results.
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Figure 1. Three considered Textile Reinforced Cement (TRC) layups, from top to bottom: knitted 3D
TRC (a), woven 3D TRC (b) and equivalent 2D TRC (c). Left column represents the cross-sectional
view of the layups, right column represents the schematics of the transversal connections with axis
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Figure 3. 3D, woven textile.

The 3D textiles were inserted in TRC specimens of 22 mm height and 4.25 mm concrete cover at
both sides. The interdistance between the textile layers was 8.5 mm for all layups. For both considered
3D textiles, two outer 2D textile layers (Figure 4) were added: one on top and one at the bottom (see
the white colored textiles in Figure 1a–c.
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These additional 2D textile layers were added to achieve a fiber volume fraction beyond the
critical one. Without this addition, the unidirectional fiber volume fraction would have been too low
(0.56%) to warrant a post-cracking behavior of the TRC [26]. Therefore, two additional 2D TRC layers
were manually knitted on top of the 3D textiles, resulting in a TRC with a unidirectional fiber volume
fraction of 1.49%.

The selected cementitious matrix was a commercially available grout which was chosen for its
low viscosity in fresh state, in order to be pourable during the manufacturing process. Additionally,
the maximum aggregate size of 1.6 mm allowed the 3D textiles to be fully interpenetrated. The main
properties of the selected mortar [27] are summarized in Table 2.

Table 1. Properties of the constituting 3D and 2D textiles, based on [28–30].

Textile Material Grid Size
(mm ×mm)

Textile Density
(g/m2)

Equivalent
Thickness

(mm)

Yarn
Stiffness

(GPa)

Textile Max
Stress (MPa)

Transversal
Connection

Knitted 3D AR-glass 2400 tex 22.5 × 22.5 536 0.105 67 496 knitted polyester
Woven 3D AR-glass 1200 tex 9.1 × 9.1 527 0.103 67 512 woven polyester

2D AR-glass 2400 tex 17.5 × 17.5 568 0.223 67 526 /

Table 2. Properties of the cementitious matrix, based on [27].

Aggregate Size.
(mm)

Compressive
strength (28d)

(MPa)

Modulus of
Rupture (28d)

(MPa)

Density after
Mixing
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modulus

(GPa)

Water/Mortar Ratio
(-)

0–1.6 70 12 2010 9 0.15
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2.2. TRC Manufacturing Process

All specimens were manufactured in 450 × 500 × 22 mm molds. The first manufacturing step
was to apply an oil film at the bottom of the mold in order to facilitate the demolding process, as
well as placing temporary distance holders (around the edges of the mold) to warrant the bottom
concrete cover thickness. After mixing the matrix powder component with a water/mortar ratio of
0.15, a bottom mortar layer was poured up to the level of the distance holders. The 3D textile was
consequently placed on top of these distance holders, after which the rest of the mold was filled with
mortar. The high flowability of the mortar allowed for complete textile penetration. A plastic film was
placed over the mortar, after which the mold was sealed off and left to cure at room temperature for
28 days. Finally, the individual specimens were cut from the plates at dimensions of 450 × 60 × 22 mm
(Figure 5). These specimen dimensions were employed for both the tensile and flexural experimental
campaigns and are in accordance with the recommendations provided by RILEM TC 232-TDT [31].
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For the equivalent 2D TRC layups, temporary distance holders of 8.5 mm were placed between
the inner 2D textile layers within the mold to replicate the same geometrical spacing as in the 3D
textiles. These distance holders were, however, placed along the cutting lines of the plate and therefore
not present in the final tested specimens.

2.3. Tensile and Flexural Experimental Test Setup

The tensile test (Figure 6) was set up in accordance with [31]. The specimens were tightened
using steel clamps by means of six tightening bolts at each end of the specimen. Rubber sheets were
inserted between the clamps and the specimens in order to uniformly distribute the clamping stresses
over the specimen’s surface. The tensile anchorage length, defined as the distance from the clamp to
the end of the specimen, was 125 mm at both sides of the tensile specimen. The tensile experimental
campaign was performed on an Instron 5885H universal electromechanical test bench at a displacement
controlled crosshead rate of 1 mm/min. A Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [32] system was employed
to monitor the front of the specimen and obtain a full-field measurement of the displacements and
strains over the 200 mm measurement length between the clamps. The loads were obtained directly
from the Instron test bench.

The four-point bending experimental setup is schematized in Figure 7. The distance between the
loading pins was 100 mm, while the supports were placed 350 mm apart. The same Instron 5885H
universal electromechanical test bench was used as in the tensile campaign, at a crosshead rate of
2 mm/min. Two DIC cameras were used to monitor the side of the specimens and obtain a full-field
representation of the vertical displacement of the specimens. In bending, the textile anchorage length
was defined as the distance from the loading pins to the free edge of the specimen. For this setup, the
flexural anchorage length was 175 mm at both sides.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Tensile Experimental Results

In this section, the possible influence of the orientation of the transversal connections on the
tensile mechanical response of the composite is discussed. Both the knitted 3D and woven 3D TRC
configurations were compared for loading along their respective x- and y-direction. The orientations
are schematically shown in Figure 8a,b for the knitted 3D layup and in Figure 9a,b for the woven 3D
layup. Additionally, a comparison was performed with an equivalent 2D TRC layup (Figure 1c). The
equivalent 2D TRC had the same geometry and in-plane volume fraction as the 3D alternatives, with
omission of the transversal connections.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 15 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of loading in (a) x-direction, (b) y-direction for the knitted 3D
TRC system.
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The macroscopic tensile behavior of a TRC composite shows three stages: a first stage without
macrocracks, a second stage during which multiple cracking develops, and a third stage corresponding
to crack opening. It can be assumed that this behavior follows a tri-linear pattern, corresponding
to these three stages, with respective stiffnesses E1, E2 and E3. In the following sections, the curves
linearly connect the following anchor points: (i) point of zero loading (0,0), (ii) stress and strain at first
significant load drop due to crack formation (σc,εc), (iii) stress and strain at the end of the multiple
cracking (last significant load drop) (σmc,εmc) and (iv) failure stress and strain (σf,εf).

3.1.1. Knitted 3D TRC

Six specimens of the knitted 3D TRC were tested in tension along both the x- and the y-direction
of the 3D textile (Figure 8a,b). Figure 10 shows all of the experimental results in combination with a
tri-linear average experimental curve obtained as described in the previous section. The experimental
results of the knitted 3D TRC layup did not present a difference between both orientations; similar
values of the average first and third stage stiffness (E1 and E3), and the average stress and strain at
matrix cracking (σc and εc), end of multiple cracking (σmc and εmc) and failure (σf and εf) (see Table 3)
were observed for both orientations. Therefore, the mechanical response in tension was considered as
independent from the loading orientation for the knitted 3D TRC layup and the averaged curve was
constructed using the experimental data from both orientations.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 15 
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Table 3. Averaged tensile experimental parameters for the knitted 3D TRC layup, as well as
model predictions.

Knitted 3D TRC, along x, Vf = 1.49%

ε0 (%) 0 σ0 (MPa) 0
εc (%) 0.022 σc (MPa) 2.47
εmc (%) 0.365 σmc (MPa) 3.40
εf (%) 0.880 σf (MPa) 7.03

E1 (MPa) 11,027 ± 541
E2 (MPa) 271 ± 73
E3 (MPa) 710 ± 45

Knitted 3D TRC, along y, Vf = 1.49%

ε0 (%) 0 σ0 (MPa) 0
εc (%) 0.022 σc (MPa) 2.41
εmc (%) 0.369 σmc (MPa) 3.36
εf (%) 0.840 σf (MPa) 7.01

E1 (MPa) 10,919 ± 532
E2 (MPa) 275 ± 77
E3 (MPa) 738 ± 48

Knitted 3D TRC, all, Vf = 1.49%

ε0 (%) 0 σ0 (MPa) 0
εc (%) 0.022 σc (MPa) 2.44
εmc (%) 0.367 σmc (MPa) 3.38
εf (%) 0.860 σf (MPa) 7.02

E1 (MPa) 10,973 ± 534
E2 (MPa) 273 ± 74
E3 (MPa) 724 ± 46

The observed experimental scatter on the experimental curves (Figure 10) was attributed to the
relatively low amount of unidirectional fiber reinforcement (Vf = 1.49%) inherent to the open 3D textile
architecture. Consequently, individual cracks led to noticeable load drops and a subsequent stochastic
scatter between the individual specimens. In opposition to the high scatter on the multiple cracking
stage, the uncracked and post-cracking stiffness showed low standard deviations values (Table 3). The
observed specimen failure was fiber pull-out for both orientations at an average pull-out stress of
7.02 MPa.

Figure 11 compares the averaged curves of the knitted 3D with the equivalent 2D layup. The
global macroscopic behavior of the equivalent 2D TRC layup in tension was similar to the knitted 3D
TRC layup, as concluded in [21]. At the level of the post-cracking stiffness, no influence was observed
from the layups containing transversal connections, as can be seen in Table 4. This means that the
presence of transversal connections did not activate any further anchorage of the in-plane textiles
under tensile loading conditions when compared to a layup without transversal connections.
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Table 4. Averaged stiffness in three stages in tension for all layups.

Knitted 3D AVG Woven 3D AVG x Woven 3D AVG y 2D-EQ AVG

E1 (MPa) 10,973 10,903 10,957 10,736
E2 (MPa) 273 365 229 318
E3 (MPa) 724 761 446 710

3.1.2. Woven 3D TRC

Six specimens of the woven 3D TRC were tested in tension along the x- and y-direction. Figure 12
compares the experimental curves for both orientations and provides their respective averaged curves.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 15 
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Table 5 summarizes all of the tensile parameters in both orientations for the woven 3D layup. In
the first stage, both orientations showed a similar uncracked stiffness E1 and matrix cracking stress.
This was expected since the first stage is dominated by the properties of the matrix. In the third
stage however, a clear difference in post-cracking stiffness was observed: 761 MPa in the x-direction
compared to 446 MPa in the y-direction. This was expected since for the woven 3D textiles, the
weft yarns along the x-axis were straightened, while the warp yarns along the y-axis were not. Both
orientations failed by means of fiber pull-out at similar stress values (respectively 4.96 MPa and
4.82 MPa along x and y). The larger failure strain in the y-direction, without an increase in failure
stress, further indicated that the fibers were originally not straightened in this direction.
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Table 5. Averaged tensile experimental parameters for the woven 3D TRC layup.

Woven 3D TRC, Along x, Vf = 1.49% Woven 3D TRC, Along y, Vf = 1.49%

ε0 (%) 0 σ0 (MPa) 0 ε0 (%) 0 σ0 (MPa) 0
εc (%) 0.022 σc (MPa) 2.40 εc (%) 0.021 σc (MPa) 2.31

εmc (%) 0.225 σmc
(MPa) 3.14 εmc (%) 0.301 σmc

(MPa) 2.95

εf (%) 0.464 σf (MPa) 4.96 εf (%) 0.719 σf (MPa) 4.82
E1 (MPa) 10,903 ± 705 E1 (MPa) 10,957 ± 812
E2 (MPa) 365 ± 64 E2 (MPa) 229 ± 38
E3 (MPa) 761 ± 44 E3 (MPa) 446 ± 35

Comparing the knitted 3D and woven 3D layups (Tables 3 and 5), the following conclusions were
drawn. Firstly, as expected, the first stage stiffness E1 and matrix cracking stress σc were similar for
both layups. Secondly, the post-cracking stiffness along the x-direction of the woven 3D layup was
also similar to the results in both directions of the knitted 3D layup. This is in accordance with [21],
which concluded that no contribution could be expected from knitted transversal connections on the
tensile mechanical behavior of TRC. This was also confirmed in Figure 11 and Table 4, which showed a
similar stiffness for the woven 3D TRC and the equivalent 2D layup.

Additionally, the lower pull-out stress of the woven 3D compared to the knitted 3D (4.96 MPa and
4.82 MPa compared to 7.02 MPa) can be attributed to the lack of SBR (styrene-butadiene) coating of the
woven 3D layup, as concluded in [20,23–25].

3.2. Flexural Experimental Results

This section assesses the influence of the orientation of the transversal connections on the flexural
response of TRC composites. The same two orientations were considered as in tension for the knitted
3D and woven 3D layup (given respectively in Figures 8 and 9).

Again, average curves were constructed from the obtained experimental results discussed in the
following sections. The curves linearly connect the following anchor points: (i) point of zero loading
(0,0), (ii) force and displacement at first significant load drop (Fc,dc), (iii) force and displacement at the
end of the multiple cracking (last significant load drop) (Fmc,dmc) and (iv) stress and strain (Ff,df) at
initiation of pull-out. A last linear branch was added in the flexural curves to account for the large
pull-out strains observed in bending (compared to tension).

3.2.1. Knitted 3D TRC

In bending, four specimens were tested for each orientation of the knitted 3D TRC. The experimental
force-displacement curves for both orientations are given in Figure 13. Similar to the tensile results,
no influence of the orientation on the mechanical response was observed for this layup, while the
observed failure was by means of fiber pull-out. Table 6 summarizes all averaged flexural experimental
parameters for this layup, which were taken as the average of both orientations. The Ks in the table
represent the stiffness of the load–displacement curves.

Figure 14 compares the averaged flexural experimental curves of the knitted 3D TRC with the
equivalent 2D TRC (properties given in Table 7, according to [21]). Table 8 summarizes the flexural
stiffness in the three stages for the different layups.
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The knitted 3D TRC layup showed a clearly higher post-cracking stiffness compared to the 
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Table 6. Averaged flexural experimental parameters for the knitted 3D TRC layup.

Knitted 3D TRC, All Specimens, Vf = 1.49%

d0 (mm) 0 F0 (N) 0
dc (mm) 0.562 Fc (N) 310

dmc (mm) 2.711 Fmc (N) 460
df (mm) 14.045 Ff (N) 1503

K1 (N/mm) 551 ± 48
K2 (N/mm) 70 ± 12
K3 (N/mm) 92 ± 7
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Figure 14. Flexural comparison of averaged curves of all layups.

Table 7. Averaged flexural experimental parameters for the equivalent 2D TRC layup.

Equivalent 2D TRC, All Specimens, Vf = 1.49%

d0 (mm) 0 F0 (N) 0
dc (mm) 0.555 Fc (N) 306

dmc (mm) 1.848 Fmc (N) 395
df (mm) 16.503 Ff (N) 1456

K1 (N/mm) 552 ± 42
K2 (N/mm) 68 ± 19
K3 (N/mm) 72 ± 3
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Table 8. Averaged stiffness in three stages in bending for all layups.

Knitted 3D AVG Woven 3D AVG
x

Woven 3D AVG
y 2D-EQ AVG

K1 (N/mm) 551 536 558 552
K2 (N/mm) 70 166 103 68
K3 (N/mm) 92 218 143 72

Contrary to the tensile behavior, the post-cracking stiffness of the 3D TRC layups showed a clear
improvement compared to the equivalent 2D layup.

The knitted 3D TRC layup showed a clearly higher post-cracking stiffness compared to the
reference equivalent 2D TRC (92 N/mm compared to 72 N/mm, Table 8), while having the same in-plane
fiber volume fraction. These results highlighted the increased flexural anchorage and therefore higher
fiber efficiency provided by the transversal connections in the 3D TRC layups.

3.2.2. Woven 3D TRC

Three specimens were tested in bending for each orientation of the woven 3D TRC layup. Figure 15
summarizes the experimental curves along both orientations. Similarly to tension, the uncracked stage
yielded comparable results for both orientations, and the post-cracking stage showed a preference in
the x-direction because the in-plane weft yarns in the x-direction were straightened while the warped
yarns in the y-direction were not. All the experimental flexural parameters are given in Table 9.
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Table 9. Averaged flexural experimental parameters for the woven 3D TRC layup.

Woven 3D TRC, Along x, Vf = 1.49% Woven 3D TRC, Along y, Vf = 1.49%

d0 (mm) 0 F0 (N) 0 d0 (mm) 0 F0 (N) 0
dc (mm) 0.542 Fc (N) 290 dc (mm) 0.561 Fc (N) 313

dmc (mm) 1.661 Fmc (N) 476 dmc (mm) 1.713 Fmc (N) 432
df (mm) 6.806 Ff (N) 1598 df (mm) 8.504 Ff (N) 1401

K1 (N/mm) 536 ± 44 K1 (N/mm) 558 ± 49
K2 (N/mm) 166 ± 16 K2 (N/mm) 103 ± 11
K3 (N/mm) 218 ± 16 K3 (N/mm) 143 ± 10

Comparing the woven 3D layup in bending (respectively 218 N/mm and 143 N/mm in x and
y) with the knitted 3D layup (92 N/mm in both directions) and the equivalent 2D layup (72 N/mm)
(Figure 14 and Table 8), showed a strong increase of the flexural post-cracking stiffness. This was in
contrast with the tensile experimental results, where all the layups yielded the same post-cracking
stiffness in the x-direction. Since all flexural experiments had the same anchorage length (175 mm) and
both layups had the same flexural lever arm, as well as in-plane fiber volume fraction, this post-cracking
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stiffness increase can be attributed to the continuously woven transversal connections providing a
better flexural anchorage of the in-plane textiles than their discretely knitted counterpart.

The difference in post-cracking stiffness in tension and bending between the x- and y-direction
of the woven 3D layup was a further suggestion towards the anchorage efficiency of these
transversal connections.

Failure of the specimens happened by means of fiber pull-out, at 1598 N and 1401 N in x and y,
respectively (compared to 1503 N for the knitted 3D layup).

Finally, when comparing the relative failure stress and force of all layups in Figures 11 and 14,
the positive influence of the transversal connections was again highlighted. The pull-out stress of
the woven 3D layup in tension (respectively 4.96 MPa and 4.82 MPa along x and y) was considerably
lower than the knitted 3D and equivalent 2D layups (respectively 7.02 MPa and 7.52 MPa). In bending,
however, the average pull-out force of the woven 3D layup (respectively 1598 N and 1401 N) was
similar or even higher than the knitted 3D and equivalent 2D layups (respectively 1503 N and 1456 N).
This shows that in the loading condition where the transversal connections were activated, the woven
3D transversal connections achieved a superior anchorage of the in-plane textiles than their knitted
3D counterpart.

A hypothesis for the activation of the transversal connections in bending and not in tension can be
linked to the different loading conditions of the individual textile layers in both alternatives. In tension,
both the top and the bottom textile layer were subjected to equal tensile forces, while in bending the
top layer was subjected to compression and the bottom layer to tension. At the level of the transversal
connections, this translates to a zero stress-value gradient over their length (in the composite’s thickness
direction) in tension and a constant stress gradient in bending. This stress gradient is believed to
activate their anchoring effects, leading to the observed mechanical improvement in bending rather
than tension.

4. Conclusions

This paper investigated the influence of the loading direction (with respect to the orientation
of the transversal connections) on the mechanical response of both a knitted 3D and woven TRC
layup. In tension, no influence of the transversal connections on the post-cracking stiffness was
reported, independently of the type of connections or orientation. These observations showed the
independence of the tensile mechanical behavior of TRCs to the presence of transversal connections.
The woven 3D TRCs did, however, show a lower post-cracking stiffness and a higher failure strain
in the warp (y-) direction due to the waviness of the yarns. In bending, all 3D TRC configurations
and loading directions showed a significant increase of the post-cracking stiffness compared to the
reference equivalent 2D layup. These results clearly highlighted the flexural anchorage mechanism
provided by the transversal connections, with increases up to three times the post-cracking stiffness
(for the 3D woven layup along x).

The knitted 3D TRC layup showed a post-cracking stiffness increase of 25% regardless of the
orientation of the transversal connections, while the woven 3D TRC exhibited a stiffer behavior in the
weft (x-) direction. This corresponds to the stiffer tensile behavior in pure tension in the plane of the
straightened longitudinal fibers, but is perpendicular to the plane in which the connections are woven
with the in-plane textiles. These results indicate that a woven 3D textile remains more effective in the
weft direction, despite the transversal connections being oriented in the perpendicular plane (warp
direction). Nonetheless, the transversal fibers contribute to such an extent to the loadbearing behavior
of the TRC that the 3D textiles in the warp direction outperform the 3D knitted layups in bending,
while in tension they were clearly inferior. This illustrates the significant difference in anchorage that
can be achieved when using different types of connections.

These results highlighted the potential of 3D TRCs when used in structural applications, not
only for the manufacturing ease but also for the mechanical response, especially when considering
that the transversal connections of both layups were made of polyester, a non-structural material.
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However, when aiming towards future design, a thorough knowledge of the loading conditions in
which the transversal connections are activated is required. Therefore, future work should investigate
the activation of transversal connections for larger structural elements, such as bi- or multi-directionally
loaded plates.
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